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FLOOR DESIGNATION PLATE

	 The standard plate to designate the floor means a more simple and�
less expensive variety of designation of the floor. It is most suitable to�
designate the accessory and fire escape staircases, the technical levels and�
the elevator panes.�
�
           It is suitable to designate the floors in business and apartment�
buildings and it is placed before the elevator and in the staircase.�

	 The standard plate is produced both in Cyrillic and Latin variants�
with font HELVETICA. In the Cyrillic variant the floor number is in Arabic�
numerals and in the Latin variant in Roman numerals.

�
dimension> The width of the board is 300 mm, and the height is 60 mm.

color> The color of milky white clirit with the text painted in black.�
�
material> Milky white clirit, 3 mm thick.

production technique> Engraving with programmed CNC machine and �
painting of the engraved text.�

installation> By two attachment screws. Depending on basis with wedges�
or on the wood or metal directly.�

* On special request the standard plate may be attached by plain head screws and attach�
a new one of identical size of GRAVOPLY material of one of the standard colors over it.�
The manufacturing of a plate of self - sticking GRAVOPLY material is also possible if it is�
to be placed on marble, glass or wood paneled wall.
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